
Groups and Conventions

      Plaza Caracol is located within the heart of Cancun and is a mall with more than 30 years of experience, where our visitors will find art, design, fashion and entertainment in more than 120 stores with a wide variety of excellent products and services for their shopping needs, such as arts and crafts, souvenirs, fine jewelry, elegant restaurants, excellent prestigious brands in boutiques and perfume shops, amongst others, all with high quality and excellent prices for their national and international visitors.  

  
            

  At Plaza Caracol we have created many activities like cultural events and art exhibitions, together with special activities for groups and conventions, like fashion parades and Mexican art creation workshops.  
            FASHION PARADES 
The fashion parades are great events with excellent entertainment value where the visitors will be able to see models featuring the last fashion trends and accessories with renowned brands from our mall, this event has an approximate duration of 40 minutes and is prepared for a group between 80 to 250 guests, requiring a 3 week confirmation span by the organizer. This event is provided without any cost.  
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MEXICAN ART CREATION WORKSHOPS

The Mexican art workshops are unique, as they enrich the experience for the Cancun visitors and tourists through art in an easy and practical way, creating works related to the mayan culture like masks and icons, or participating in the workshop called ?My trip to Cancun?, a collage where they describe the experiences lived during their trip. These workshops are moderated by an experienced artist that provides personal attention to each of the participants. The duration of each workshop goes from 60 to 90 minutes, with a limited seating of 10 to 25 people, either for convention participants or friends.
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Groups and Conventions

We are at your disposition regarding any doubt or question, hoping that our entertainment alternatives for your groups and conventions are satisfying.

Contact: Maritza Mares mmares@caracolplaza.com  Marketing Director
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